
Vepps
Vepps gives you a ground-breaking 
pre-plumbed system that ticks 
all the boxes. It’s simple, flexible 
and compatible with all products. 
Plus, it’s adaptable enough to work 
across any sector. 
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Health & Safety. Choice. Environment.

Simplicity.

You need simplicity.
Vepps is the industry’s first 
precision engineered pre-plumbed 
panelling system with a click-fix 
assembly into an aluminium frame. 
That means installation is efficient 
and cost-effective.

Cost.

No manual handling with 
our linear-bearing hinged 
panels.

Perfect factory finish and 
panel alignment as well as 
a 10-year guarantee.

Onsite installation 50% 
faster than traditional plain 
panel method systems.

Proven to be more cost 
effective over the whole 
project lifecycle.

With 7 unbeatable benefits...

Key features

Metal-framed, pre-plumbed system

Factory fitted sanitaryware

Ultra strong aluminium frame

Industry leading design

Unique Venesta linear-bearing hinge™

Complete onsite flexibility

Provides a cost-effective, quick installation

Reduces the need for onsite specialist skills

Suitable for wet and dry environments

Bespoke system ready to install

Suitable for all board types

Increased product longevity

Main image
Fusion HPL cubicles, 
Vepps panelling with 

Jasper Morrison panel 
mounted WC, Sensorflow 

flush, Jasper Morrison 
basin, Jasper Morrison 

single lever mixer tap and 
Jasper Morrison urinals.

Less tradesmen and less 
time spent on site reduces 
health and safety risk.

Sanitaryware from Ideal 
Standard, Armitage 
Shanks and SanCeram.

90% less packaging and 
board waste is recycled in 
our biomass burner.

Onsite speed. Quality. Maintenance.

P
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You need a wide choice of high quality sanitaryware.
From cutting-edge, designer sanitaryware to simple, 
budget options, our partnerships with Armitage 
Shanks, Ideal Standard and SanCeram give you the 
flexibility to choose industry leading products to 
complement your washroom.

01 Vepps panel with 
Marden 525 wall hung 
basin and Aquarius 
A45 tap. 

02 Unity HPL cubicles 
and Vepps panels with 
Chartham BTW WC.

03 Vepps panels with 
Marden concealed trap 
urinal and sensor flush.

 
Main image
Vepps panels with 
Jasper Morrison 
basins, Jasper Morrison 
single lever mixer taps 
and Jasper Morrison 
urinals.

01 02

03

Choice.
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Concept back to wall WC
E050901

Jasper Morrison back to wall WC*
E622101

Jasper Morrison wall hung WC*
E621701 
Requires Vepps WC Carrier

Sandringham 21 wall hung WC*
V391001
Requires Vepps WC Carrier

Contour 21+ back to wall rimless WC
S0439HY 410mm height

Contour 21+ wall hung rimless WC
S0443HY
Requires Vepps WC Carrier

Sandringham 21 back to wall WC
E897401

Concept wall hung WC
E047301
Requires Vepps WC Carrier

Vepps Sanitaryware

Contour hygeniq rimless urinal bowl
S611901 675mm height

Jasper Morrison urinal bowl
E621501 580mm height

Sanura urinal bowl*
S610001 500mm height 

Contour urinal  bowl
S611001 665mm height

Contour 21+ rimless back to wall WC
S0437HY 700mm projection 
S0438HY 750mm projection

Contour 21 schools 305 back to wall WC
S304601 305mm height
S304701 355mm height

*Could incur extended lead times, please contact our friendly sales team for further information

Urinal division with hanger and screw
S612001 675mm height

Contour 21+ raised height back to wall 
rimless WC 
S0440HY 

Concept 430mm vessel basin*
E803901 1 tap hole

Jasper Morrison 500mm vessel basin* 
E621001 No tap hole
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Vepps Sanitaryware

Durasein solid surface integrated basin*
RLA104A No tap hole

Franke stainless steel fully inset basin*
RNDH381 No tap hole

Orbit 21 550mm fully inset basin 
S248601 1 tap hole  

Cherwell 21 380mm under-countertop
basin*
S268701 No tap hole

Sandringham 21 500mm countertop basin
E895201 1 tap hole

Jasper Morrison 550mm semi-recessed 
basin*
E620601 1 tap hole

Portman 21 500mm panel mounted basin*
S230801 Left tap hole

Portman 21 400mm panel mounted basin
S215901 Left tap hole

Sandringham 21 500mm semi-recessed 
basin*
E895801 1 tap hole   

Profile 21 500mm semi-recessed basin
S249201 1 tap hole 

Concept 450mm semi-recessed basin
E797901 1 tap hole

Profile 21 500mm semi-recessed basin
S249401 2 tap holes

Sandringham 21 500mm semi-recessed 
basin
E895901 2 tap holes

*Could incur extended lead times, please contact our friendly sales team for further information

Sandringham 21 500mm countertop 
basin*
E895401 2 tap holes

Orbit 21 550mm fully inset basin* 
S248801 2 tap holes 

Portman 21 500mm panel mounted basin
S225401 Right tap hole

Portman 21 500mm panel mounted basin
S231101 Centre tap hole

Portman 21 400mm panel mounted basin
S231401 Right tap hole
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Vepps Sanitaryware and brassware

Avon push button self closing 
bib tap*
S7241AA 

Contour 21 thermostatic 
sequential basin mixer tap
A4131AA Flexi tails
A4169AA Copper tails

Avon 21 push button self 
closing mixer tap
B8263AA Flexi tails
B8861AA Copper tails

Sensorflow 21 electronic 
spout tap
A4171AA Mains  
A4172AA Link

Silver single lever vessel  
basin mixer*
E0069AA

Sensorflow 21 compact mixer  
deck mounted tap
A4852AA Mains 
A4853AA Link

Sandringham SL 21 basin pillar 
taps*
B3304AA Pair 

Avon 21 push button self 
closing pillar taps
B8267AA Pair

Sandringham 21 self closing 
pillar taps
S0672AA Pair

Sandringham 21 lever pillar 
taps*
B9881AA Pair

Sensorflow 21 compact wall 
spout 230mm
A4849AA Mains*
A4850AA Link*

*Could incur extended lead times, please contact our friendly sales team for further information

Markwik 21+ panel mounted 
thermostatic mixer with time 
flow sensor
A6737AA Fixed spout*
S8239NU Sterilising kit*

Markwik lever bib taps
S8270AA  Pair

Markwik 21+ panel mounted 
thermostatic basin mixer
A6735AA Fixed spout
S8239NU Sterilising kit*

Contour 21 370mm panel mounted basin
S212201 Centre tap hole

Contour 21 500mm panel mounted basin
S215401 No tap hole

Contour 21+ 50cm back outlet basin 
(HBN 00-10 HTM64)
S0430HY

Contour 21 370mm panel mounted basin
S247301 Left tap hole

Contour 21 370mm panel mounted basin
S247401 Right tap hole

Markwik 21+ panel mounted 
thermostatic mixer with time 
flow sensor
A6684AA Detachable spout
S8239NU Sterilising kit*

Markwik 21+ panel mounted 
thermostatic basin mixer
A6682AA Detachable spout
S8239NU Sterilising kit*
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Conceala 2 250mm extended 
WC lever*
S4491AA

Avon 21 built-in self closing 
non-mixing shower*
B8266AA Chrome plated

Sensorflow 21 electronic 
shower valve and sensor*
A4185AA Mains 
A4186AA Link

Concentric control 
thermostatic shower in a box*
S6933MY

Anti vandal fixed shower head*
A5452AA

Pneumatic panel mounted 
finger push button
S4512MY Stainless steel

Pneumatic panel mounted  
palm push button
S4513MY Stainless steel

Armitage Shanks unbranded  
dual flush plate
S4399AA Chrome plated
S4504MY Stainless steel 

Sensorflow 21 WC flush
S358967 6 litre flush 
S359967 4 or 4.5 litre flush

Sensorflow 21 urinal flush
A7002AA High pressure link
A7001AA High pressure mains
A7059AA Low pressure link*
A7058AA Low pressure mains*

Armaglide 2 shower kit
B9306AA

Contour 21 built-in sequential 
shower mixer extended lever
A4129AA

*Could incur extended lead times, please contact our friendly sales team for further information

01

01

Doc M shower room pack*
S6960AC White
S6960LI Blue
S6960LJ Grey
S6960RN Charcoal
S6960MY Stainless Steel

Vepps Fittings

Doc M Contour 21+ back to wall left or 
right hand packs
S0685LI Blue - Left hand pack
S0686LI Blue - Right hand pack

Doc M Contour 21+ back to wall left or 
right hand packs
S0685LJ Grey - Left hand pack
S0686LJ Grey - Right hand pack

Doc M Contour 21+ back to wall left or 
right hand packs
S0685AC White - Left hand pack
S0686AC White - Right hand pack

Doc M Contour 21+ back to wall left or 
right hand packs
S0685RN Charcoal - Left hand pack
S0686RN Charcoal - Right hand pack

Doc M Contour 21+ back to wall left or 
right hand packs
S0685GQ Red - Left hand pack*
S0686GQ Red - Right hand pack*

Doc M Contour 21+ back to wall left or 
right hand packs
S0685MY Stainless steel - Left hand pack*
S0686MY Stainless steel - Right hand pack*
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Chartham Beyond back to
wall rimless WC
CHWC121

Langley back to wall rimless 
WC
LLWC102 

Langley Curve back to wall 
rimless WC
LLWC122

Chartham back to wall WC
CHWC102

Chartham rimless 450mm 
back to wall WC
CHWC103

Langley wall hung rimless WC
LLWC101
Requires Vepps WC Carrier

Langley Curve wall hung WC
LLWC121
Requires Vepps WC Carrier

Chartham wall hung WC
CHWC101 
Requires Vepps WC Carrier

Chartham Beyond wall hung  
rimless WC
CHWC122
Requires Vepps WC Carrier

Chartham rimless back to wall 
700mm projection
CHWC105

Shenley back to wall 350mm 
WC
SHWC101

Chartham wall hung 700mm 
projection WC
CHWC117
Requires Vepps WC Carrier

Langley concealed trap urinal
LLUR101

Marden concealed trap urinal
MDUR101

Marden waterless urinal
MDUR103

Chartham exposed trap urinal 
CHUR104

Urinal separator 
CHUR107

Langley waterless urinal
LLUR104

Vepps Sanitaryware

Chartham rimless 480mm 
back to wall WC
CHWC104

Chartham rimless back to wall 
750mm projection
CHWC106
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Vepps Sanitaryware

Shenley 500mm countertop basin
SHWB103 Centre tap hole 
SHWB104 2 tap holes

Langley 400mm under counter basin 
LLWB107 No tap hole

Chartham semi-recessed basin 450mm
CHWB109 Right tap hole

Chartham 530mm countertop basin 
CHWB112 Centre tap hole

Langley semi-recessed basin 500mm
LLWB104 Centre tap hole

Marden semi-recessed basin 520mm
MDWB105 Centre tap hole

Shenley slim semi-recessed basin 400mm
SHWB105 Right tap hole 

Marden square semi-recessed basin 
460mm
MDWB113 Centre tap hole 

Marden 560mm under counter basin 
MDWB107 No tap hole

Langley 400mm wall hung basin
LLWB101 Centre tap hole 

Chartham wall hung 500mm clinical back 
outlet basin
CHWB107 No tap hole

Chartham wall hung 450mm basin
CHWB104 Centre tap hole

Marden 420mm wall mounted basin
MDWB101 Centre tap hole

Marden 525mm wall mounted basin
MDWB103 Centre tap hole

Chartham semi-recessed basin 450 
CHWB108 2 tap holes

Chartham wall hung 450mm basin
CHWB103 2 tap holes
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Vepps Sanitaryware

Marden square 460mm basin
MDWB111 Central tap hole

Langley round vessel basin
LLWB122 No tap hole

Langley oval vessel basin
LLWB123 No tap hole

Langley rectangluar vessel basin
LLWB121 No tap hole

Chartham cleaners sink
CHSK101

Vepps Brassware

SanCeram basin mounted 
self-closing mixer tap
SCBW106

SanCeram sequential TMV3 
mixer tap
SCBW120 Flexi tails
SCBW115 Copper tail pack

Vision non consussive self 
closing mixer tap*
VSN123

Insignia lever mixer tap
INS113

Swoop MK2 lever mixer tap
SWO2113

Chartham wall hung 500mm basin
CHWB105 Right tap hole

Hartley mixer tap*
HABW101 Chrome

Hartley mixer tap*
HABW101N Brushed nickel

Swoop MK2 tall lever mixer tap
SWO2113EX

Hartley tall mixer tap*
HABW102 Chrome

Hartley mixer tap*
HABW101B  Matt black

Hartley tall mixer tap*
HABW102N Brushed nickel

Hartley tall mixer tap*
HABW102B Matt black

Chartham wall hung 380mm basin
CHWB101 Left tap hole

Chartham wall hung 380mm basin
CHWB102 Right tap hole

*Could incur extended lead times, please contact our friendly sales team for further information
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Vepps Brassware

Hartley wall mounted mixer 
tap*
HABW103 Chrome

Hartley wall mounted mixer 
tap*
HABW103N Brushed nickel

Hartley wall mounted mixer 
tap*
HABW103B Matt black

Aquarius A45 sensor tap*
AT03011

SanCeram deck mounted 
sensor tap
SCBW119
SCBW116 Mains transformer

Deva sensor tap
SENSOR1D

*Could incur extended lead times, please contact our friendly sales team for further information

SanCeram healthcare TMV3 
wall mounted sensor tap
SCBW112 Fixed spout
SCBW117 HBN tap purge kit
SCBW116 Mains transformer

Deva deck mounted 
temperature adjustment 
sensor tap
SENSOR6BT

Deva tall sensor tap*
SENSOR3D

Deva wall mounted sensor tap*
SENSOR9W 

Aquarius wall mounted 150mm 
sensor tap spout
AT02001

Deva lever action bib taps
DLT095 Pair

SanCeram healthcare TMV3 
wall mounted lever tap
SCBW111 Fixed spout

Deva 6” lever handles
DLV002 Pair

SanCeram healthcare TMV3 
wall mounted lever tap
SCBW122 Removable spout
SCBW117 HBN tap purge kit

Insignia lever pillar taps
INS101 Pair

Short lever taps
DLT101 Pair

Press action taps
NCT001 Pair

Contemporary press action 
taps
SCBW124 Pair

Adore mini basin mixer
ADORE313

SanCeram healthcare TMV3 
wall mounted sensor tap
SCBW123 Removable spout
SCBW117 HBN tap purge kit
SCBW116 Mains transformer
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Vepps Fittings

Concealed single flush cistern 
with palm push button
CIST105

Concealed dual flush cistern 
with lever
CIST101

Deva Vision thermostatic 
concealed shower valve
VSNVSEQ02

Sequential lever operated 
concealed shower valve
SHWR112

Concealed dual flush cistern 
with dimple lever
CIST102

Self-closing concealed shower 
valve
SHWR122

Concealed single flush cistern 
with vandal resistant button
CIST106

Concealed dual flush cistern 
with oyster push button
CIST107

Concealed dual flush cistern 
with square button
CIST104

Concealed WC flush sensor
CIST108 Single (battery)
CIST109 Dual (battery)
CIST110 Mains transformer

Electroflo urinal sensor
URIN108 Battery
URIN109 Mains 

SanCeram anti-vandal short 
projection shower head
SHWR124

SanCeram anti-ligature fixed 
shower head
SHWR118

SanCeram back to wall WC Doc M pack
Left hand pack
SCDMBTWLW White
SCDMBTWLB Blue
SCDMBTWLG Grey
SCDMBTWLSS Stainless steel

Right hand pack
SCDMBTWRW White
SCDMBTWRB Blue
SCDMBTWRG Grey
SCDMBTWRSS Stainless steel

SanCeram grab rail based 
shower kit
SHWR115 White

SanCeram Doc M shower pack
SCDMSHCWH White
SCDMSHCBL Blue

Concealed single flush cistern 
with square button
CIST103
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1 2 3 4Speed.

01  Once the site has been 
prepared, fix the aluminium 
docking frame to the wall, 
ceiling and floor.

02  Click-fix the first Vepps unit 
onto the frame and slide into 
position. Open the mid panel to 
a fully hinged position. Attach 
a vertical flashgap to the frame 
on either side of the unit, 
screw-fixing to the frame from 
the face. Fix tie back to the wall. 
Repeat until all units are 
in place.

03  Once all the units are in 
position, connect the plumbing 
and services.

04  Simply close the hinged panel 
and attach the top and bottom 
panels of the unit. Installation 
complete.

 20 minute installation  30 minute installation  10 minute installation*  5 minute installation

You need speedy installation. 
Our design team created Vepps to ensure 
that’s what you get. There are four easy 
steps to installation, so you can be up and 
running in the shortest possible time frame, 
with a guaranteed quality finish.

The comparisons given between Vepps, Frameduct and Rapiduct are a guide and are designed to help you choose the right product for your project.
* Dependent on brassware. 

See how quick and 
easy it is to operate 
Vepps by watching our 
dedicated video on our 
YouTube channel.
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Spanning an impressive 210,000 square feet, ICON Outlet is 
The O2’s brand new urban outlet shopping centre, bringing 
together over 60 of the best fashion and lifestyle brands.

Unity cubicles were specified to meet the high demands of this 
new and exciting shopping centre. Unity’s clean, modern and 
minimal design was the perfect choice, offering a ‘floating’ 
flush front that makes a guaranteed impact.

The HPL cubicles supplied have a durable moisture resistant 
chipboard core, faced with high pressure laminate to 
accommodate daily cleaning requirements. Unity also offers 
anti-tamper, concealed stainless steel and satin anodised 
aluminium fittings, ensuring the strength and security of the 
cubicles. 
 
ICON Outlet selected our ground-breaking pre-plumbed Vepps 
system, making regular duct maintenance effortless thanks to 
its linear-bearing hinge. Our 90 degree hinge removes the 
need to manually lift off and replace panels when carrying out 
maintenance work, which is inefficient and could cause the 
panels to become damaged or misaligned.

Venesta were proud to have been involved in such a 
significant project, helping to ensure shoppers, diners and 
visitors of all ages and abilities have the best possible 
customer experience, even when visiting the washroom. 
 
Read the full case study at www.venesta.co.uk

Venesta were pleased to 
work alongside ISG and Wren 
Construction to provide male, 
female, baby and accessible 
washroom facilities.

Case Study ICON Outlet at The O2 
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Technical Specifying Vepps

Panels
Available in MFC, HPL, SGL, ColourCoat, 
ColourCoat High Gloss and Veneer.

Flashgaps
MFC, SGL, ColourCoat, ColourCoat High 
Gloss and Veneer.

Colour finish
MFC, HPL and SGL
34 colours.
ColourCoat & ColourCoat High Gloss 
10 ColourCoat and ColourCoat High Gloss 
colours available when specifying Vepps 
with selected V1 and V2 cubicle ranges.
Unlimited ColourCoat and ColourCoat 
High Gloss options (any classic RAL) 
when specifying Vepps with selected V3 
cubicle ranges.
Veneer
Wide range of Alpi veneer options  
(varying price points).

Edge treatment
MFC and HPL 
Matching ABS lipping.  
Post-formed vertical edge option available 
with HPL. 
SGL 
Polished black radiused edge. 
ColourCoat & ColourCoat High Gloss 
Edges are sprayed with a coat of primer 
and finished with 20% or 80% gloss 
pigmented lacquer, respectively. 
Veneer 
ABS lipping to match. 
Flashgaps 
Flashgaps have unfinished edges except 
return end flashgaps which will be ABS 
lipped (or polished if solid grade laminate).

Docking frame
Headrail and baserail manufactured from 
extruded aluminium section.

Subframes
Manufactured from rolled galvanised  
steel section with aluminium cross brace 
bars. Subframe installed within aluminium 
docking frame by click-fix nylon location 
brackets. Back panels fixed to steel section 
by metal brackets.

90° linear-bearing hinge™ 
Manufactured from zinc plated steel with 
chrome plated rivets and black glass filled 
nylon linear-bearing, set at fixed height of 
1950mm.

Panel lock
Manufactured from stainless steel with a 
polished finish in set positions.

Maximum ceiling height
MFC 3000mm 
HPL 3000mm 
SGL 3000mm

Maximum heights subject to change 
with woodgrain colours.

Bespoke heights available.

Skirting/baserail height
100mm

Top flashgap
50mm minimum

Hinged panels 
Hinged and lockable panels available up 
to 850mm width.

Available in six material options, Vepps 
is suitable for every type of wet or dry 
environment, allowing you to specify 
the most appropriate panel option to 
meet the site requirements and your 
budget. 

MFC
For dry environments with low risk of 
vandalism. Panels are manufactured 
from 19mm nominal thickness high 
performance moisture-resistant 
melamine faced chipboard. Edges 
lipped with ABS.

HPL
For more heavily used washrooms,  
panels are heat, scratch and impact 
resistant. Manufactured from  
moisture-resistant chipboard faced  
with high pressure laminate, panels  
are 19mm nominal thickness. Edges 
lipped with ABS. Post-formed vertical 
edge option available.

SGL
Solid grade laminate is extremely 
resistant to impact and all surfaces are 
impervious to water. Panels are 13mm 
nominal thickness with polished black 
radiused edges. 

ColourCoat
Panels are 18mm nominal thickness 
MDF sprayed with a coat of primer 
and finished with 20% gloss 
pigmented lacquer. 

ColourCoat High Gloss 
Panels are 18mm nominal 
thickness MDF sprayed with a coat 
of primer and finished with 80% gloss 
pigmented lacquer. 

Veneer
Manufactured from moisture 
resistant chipboard faced with real 
wood veneer, panels are 18mm 
nominal thickness. Edges lipped with 
matching ABS lipping.

Performance DetailingDimensions

Sanitaryware

Fitted sanitaryware has been 
specially engineered to give you  
the highest quality finish.

WCs 

Basins 

Urinals 

Showers 

Washtroughs

Baths 

Squat pans 

Cleaners sinks 

Healthcare items
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Technical Specifying Vepps
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Secrets of Vepps

1. Venesta linear-bearing hinge™
Our precision engineered, high strength 
linear-bearing hinges and panel support 
ratchets offer smooth movement and 
allow panels to be positioned at 10 
different heights, all without any gaps 
between panels. 
Patent approved.

2. Venesta dowel-dock
Designed for strength and perfect panel 
alignment, our dowel-dock system 
ensures panels return to their correct 
position every time. 
Patent approved.

3. Tie backs
Adjustable zinc plated steel tie backs 
offer a bracing system for improved 
stability and allow for easier,  
speedier installation.

4. Baserail
Designed in a smooth, modern Light 
Grey or Dark Grey powder coated 
aluminium finish, the Vepps baserail, 
ensures compatibility with all cubicle 
ranges and washroom designs.

5. Panel lock
We understand the need for added 
safety without compromised aesthetics. 
In stainless steel with a tamper proof 
security key opening, our panel locks are 
discreet and ensure maximum security.

6. Wall hung WC carrier
Our wall hung WC carrier is made from 
Solid Grade Laminate. It simply locates 
into the baserail and is fixed back to 
the building structure without the need 
for floor bolts. The assembly has been 
load tested to 400kg and complies with 
BSEN 997.

7. Fittings
We understand the need for products 
that last. That’s why all of our metal 
components are non-ferrous or coated 
to protect against rusting and corrosion.

1

5

3

4

2

7
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1
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